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by Cathy Ball
“One of the most important
questions is “what do you do with
a degree in parapsychology’ ”,
Sister Marita, Vice-President for
Academic Affairs commented.
The rem ark was made in
reference to one of the most
controversial and “ touchy”
subjects on campus: Human
Dimensions would like to initiate
a
concentration
called
Behavioral Science here at
Rosary Hill, incorporating other
areas such as psychology,
philosophy,
physics,
and
religious studies.
Human Dimensions began
within the Alumni Relations
Office. Eventually it developed
into an entity of its own, placed at
the college but separate from it.
“This proposed concentration
doesn’t offer new methodology.
We believe the best way is to
cooperate and offer a quality
program in para-psychology”,
said Dr. Richard Cimbalo,
chairman of the Psychology
Department.
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The proposal brought to the
Dean’s Advisory Council states
that the required core for a
Behavioral Science major will be
2 semesters of Introduction to
Psychology, 2 sem esters of
Psychological Statistics and 2
semester's of Experim ental
Psychology. This is practically
the core requirem ents for
psychology majors. “This
program would fit very well into
the psychology study”, Doctor
Cimbalo continued, “One could
pursue the parapsychology field
in psychology research projects
and in area studies”.

On November 10, 1973, from
9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. there will
be a program sponsored by the
Amnesty and Reconciliation
Coalition (ARC) at Rosary Hill
College.
Dr. J. Edward Cuddy, con
ference chairperson states the
purpose of the program as
follows:
The memory of Vietnam is
slowly fading, but the wounds
inflicted by that tragic conflict
remain. Now we must ask, how
do we repair the damage?
What should we do about a
land ' still smouldering from
American bombs?
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How do we help veterans who
are making the painful read
justment to American life?
And what about the thousands
of Americans suffering here and
abroad because of their objection
to the war?
In short, how can we respond

Mrs. Jeanne Rindge, who was
not able to be reached by the time
of this publication, has been very
active in'trying to gain approval
of the proposal for a Behavioral
Science concentration. Nell
Stiling, an adm inistrative
assistant (and the only one
available to talk to) related that
she knew nothing about Human
Dimensions wanting a con
centration.
At a recent Faculty Forum, it
was indicated that several ¡daces
are “ eager” to incorporate
Hmnan Dimensions into their
programs,
and
Human
Dimensions has mentioned that
these offers may be acted on if
their proposal is not passed,
“Human Dimensions has been
good for the college. Many people
have been exposed to Rosary Hill
because of it”, Sister Marita said.
Certainly congratulations are in
order, but several faculty
members would like it proven to
them that a program in
Behavioral Science is necessary.
Acting on this prem ise,'the
Academic Dean inquired at 30
colleges, " receiving several
quality answers in return. All
those who wrote in, agreed that
parapsychology courses are
becoming a vital part of a
college’s curriculum. However,
the idea of a degree in this field
received almost all negative
feedback.
An instructor
in
the
Psychology Department at
Franklin Pierce College, in
Rindge, N.H. writes, “As a major
field of study at the un
dergraduate level, parap

to a generation still suffering
froni our involvement in that
conflict?
To focus public attention on
these problems, the Amnesty and
Reconciliation Coalition (ARC)
composed
of
Protestant,
Catholic, Jewish, and community
organizations have called a
working
conference
on
HEALING OUR NATION’S
WOUNDS.
The three speakers scheduled
for the program are: Bishop
Thomas J. Gumbleton, auxiliary
bishop of the Detroit archdiocese,
who spent Easter 1973 visiting
political prisoners and their
relatives in South Vietnam;
Louise Ransom, Gold Star
Mother, who lost a son in Viet
nam and who is the national
chairperson of Americans For
Amnesty; and Harrop Freeman,
Cornell Law School legal expert
on constitutional law and am
nesty.

sychology (in my opinion) is too
specific an area. Parapsychology
is a sub-area of perception and I
have never heard of a B.A. in
Perception, let alone P arap
sychology. Students have much
to learn before they delve
wholehog in parapsychology. A
good background in the natural
and biological sciences, including
a good understanding of statistics
should come first.”
. X| ■
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Washington University, in St.
Louis, Missouri sent their reply:
“I think that, on balance, I would
not be in favor of establishing
parapsychology as an in
dependent major...The difficulty
is that the range of phenomena is
quite small (most of what we
know has been known for cen
turies) but our understanding of
them is extraordinarily meager.
Consequently, it is impossible for
me to imagine a group of courses
which cohere the way, say, that
physics courses do. Many of the
courses in a parapsychology
m ajor would be in regular
psychology, or some other
science, and would be designed to
make the student familiar with
general aspects of scientific
techniques.
N o r th e a s te r n
Illin o is
University has introduced a
proposal to start a new degree
called “B.A. in Psychology with
special emphasis upon Parap
sychology” . Their program
would be in connection with the
Illinois Center for Parapsychological Research and
provide a training program for
the qualification and certification
of parapsychological resear-

Registration fee is $1.00. A
luncheon will be served for about
$1.25. Phone 883-0946 for meal
reservations now.
Schedule
9:30 Registration
10:00 Keynote address
11:00 Film
12:00 Lunch
1:00 Speaker
1:45 Workshops
3:15 Coffee
3:30 Speaker,4:00 Final Session
Workshops
Films
Amnesty
&
Veterans
problems
Learning from Vietnam
Indochina Reconstruction
Moral leadership of the
religious community in
time of war
Minority community concerns
The program will take place in
Dun Scetus Halt

chers.
The American Society for
Psychial Research currently
reports 70 U.S. colleges offering
some type of course in parap
sychology, 52 offering college
credit. Rosary Hill is taking its
first steps tq incorporate
parapsychology into its existing
curriculum by letting Psychology
students take Dr. Stanley
Krippner’s lecture series for
credit.
But a full scale Department of
Parapsychology needs much
more time and thought. The
structure proposed for the con
centration would make it outside
the college’s dominion but still
connected with the college. The
problem of collecting tuition with
this kind of set-up is only one of
many .Under the proposal,Human
Dimensions would bring in new
teachers to do what ours can’t do.
Our teachers having nothing to

say about who is hired. Certainly
if someone teaches in a
discipline, they should have
something to say about what goes
on in it. To be a concentration
would be an attractive selling
point for the Human Dimensions.
If people could get credit for the
courses they offer, more will
come. They would be able to
secure grants as part of this
college. However, a mutually
satisfying arrangement must be
worked out. “We now have a new
Priorities Committee, and we’ll
wait to see what comes-out of
that,” Sister Marita indicated.
“ I believe the discussion
concerning the proposal is
moving in a healthy direction,”
stated Dr. Cimbalo. “Certainly
we should be attending to the
whole organism (the college
itself). We can all get together
through programs like this”, he
added.

CM CO-ORDINATOR
Campus Ministry (located in
Dun Scotus on the second floor)
now has a new coordinator. He is
Fr. Donald Wangler and has been
at R.H.C. for only one month. Fr.
Donald Wangler stated that C.M.
function is to service the spiritual
needs of the whole college
community regardless of various
religious affiliations. The
Campus Ministery team is madeup of interested faculty, students,
and a competent staff.
It is Fr. Wangler’s hope that
with increased student interest in
Campus Ministry many new and
provocative programs can be
initiated. There are plans to
begin prayer groups and Bible
services which will include
lectures and seminars on Biblical
understanding - updated to make
sense in our modern world. Many
rap sessions are planned to
discuss current world problems
and religious controversies
prevalent in our society. The
hope is that through these
programs a true perspective in
spiritual and religious areas can
be attained through a series of
these types of experiences and
growth.
The function of Campus
Ministry can be best expressed as
stated by Father Wangler, “The
function and goal of Campus
Ministry is to assist in making

Fr. Donald Wangler

religious beliefs vital realities in
the lives of all on campus who
need or seek help. We iiope to be
an integrating influence for the
lives of individuals as well as for
the campus community.”
Fr. Wangler is open to any
student suggestions of ideas for
particular programs that they
would like to see established in
correlation
with
Campus
Ministry. All that is needed is
student envolvement in any of the
many programs offered in
Campus Ministry. Campus
Ministry meetings are open to all
interested members of the R.H.C.
community.
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E D IT O R IA L S
KEEP DR. BARRETT
Dear Editor:
In the desperate effort on the
part of Rosary Hill to stay out of
the financial red, it seems to have
been forgotten that the main body
of thé school’s funds comes not
from various “ philanthropic”
clubs and organizations but from
the students and their parents.
“Why then,” we feel compelled to
ask, “in the event of various
social functions, are the students
shunted off to the comer as the
poor step-child of the in
stitution?” We are not un
sympathetic to the problems of
finance now being met by the
school. However, is the dollar so
much more important to Rosary
Hill than the student? Is not
Rosary Hill, in fact, the student?
The treatment afforded the
students by the food service at
dinner on October 21, 1973 while
the Silver Circle Club was setting
up was less than exemplary of the
high standards that the food
service claims to espouse. The
cafeteria was less than hygenic.
There were cups, milk, and soda
all over the counter in front of the
soda fountains - both of which
were “out of order” . From there,
things only went down-hill. The
choice of a main dish included
roast beef or roast beef ac
companied by green beans and a
potato dish that surpassed every
former effort on the part of the
food service to ruin a basically
good staple. A last minute
decision to serve dinner in the
dining room rather than in the
Ratskellar, as has been posted,
left the student with the
pleasurable choice of waiting for
a table or sitting on her or his best
friend’s shoulders to consume
tonight’s “balanced” diet. By
5:45 p.m. the students who were
unfortunate enough to still be in
the cafeteria were receiving
impatient glances from the
members of the food service as if
to hurry up the proceedings. We
left with the feeling of having
been treàted as second class
citizens in the dining room of our
“home away from home” .
If the people who run Rosary
Hill are so concerned with ap
pearances, as they have many
times in the past demonstrated
that they are, how embarrassed
would they have been had a few
unexpected guests or parents
dropped in for a look at RHC that
night?
Lillian O’Neill
Debra McGeoch

Editor’s Note:
Dr. Ralph Zielonka’ real name.
is Dr. Alfred Zielonka. No, he
hasn’t had his name changed for
unknown reasons (as may have
been expected after reading the
last Ascent issue). His name never
was and most likely, never will be
Ralph. Our sincere apology to Dr.
Zielonka.

Dear Editor,
In the beginning, I was under
the impression that God had
created only two sexes; but
apparently there is a third sex the Ms. that wrote that ridiculous
article on chauvinism (re: Blow
to Chauvinism).
Don’t get me wrong, I am
wholly for the ORIGINAL
women’s liberation movement
and goals, but this chick that
wrote that article is after
something bigger - like the
renaming of Jesus Christ maybe
(and I wouldn’t doubt it).
It makes me wonder what
kind of boyfriend this Ms. has (if
indeed, she even has one).
Oink-Oink
Editor’s note: She doesn’t happen
to have one. Care to apply for the
position?
Dear Editor,
This is peing written id
reference to a certain, letter
appearing in the last issue of the
Ascent. The Student Governing
Board feels that any “Letters to
the Editor” which are formal
complaints pertaining to a cer
tain
issue,
a
specific
organization, or a certain person
should be signed. That is, these
letters should have signatures
and not be signed anonymously
(e.g. Feeling Better Now).
The Student Governing Board
Skip Mahler
Sue Pominville
Doreen Viggiano
Jon Brown
Beth Gustafson
Karen Di Natale
Molly Freer
Marcia Mirabito
Diane Bates
Chris Knapp
RoePaciello
Mary Anne Smith
Maura Kearney
Cindy Krupiars
Dawn Mancini

Dr. Barrett, a professor in the
Science Department, is being let
go by Rosary Hill as of January
1974.
It is a sad state of affairs at
this school, that students and
faculty alike, have become used
to the dismissal of competent
teachers without justification.
Dr. Barrett is more than a
competent teacher, he is an
excellent educator. Faced with
the unenviable task of trying to
teach Ecology to a class size of
around 100 students, his teaching
effort is almost miraculous.
Despite his ability, he is being
cast aside. The students and

faculty must not allow this grave
injustice on a fellow member of
the Rosary Hill community to
pass unnoticed. • The Board of
Trustees, Administration, and
anyone connected with the
decision making power structure
of Rosary Hill, must be made
aware that they cannot dismiss
an individual without answering
the
college
community.
Hopefully, students will voice
their discontent over the firing of
Dr. Barrett through petition and
other means.
This year there was a marked
decrease in the studeiit
enrollment at RHC. While many
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of the hierarchy wonder why,
cases like Dr. Barrett’s point out
some of the reasons. It is more
than discouraging to be a student
and see good teachers let go. It is
difficult to maintain a sense of
loyalty to an institution that
disdains loyalty to members of its
own family. An institution that
teaches the meaning of justice by
philosophers such as Plato and
John Rawls, has little sense of
justice in dealing with members
of its own family. Hopefully, the
school will change its mind and
retain Dr, Barrett. He deserves
to stay.

;

Se
W ELCOM E
... to Rosary Hill College. We
hope that you enjoy it here.
We also hope you are an
ambulatory student, for our
doors here at school are hard
enough for a healthy person to
open, let alone for a person
confined to a wheelchair.
If, however, you are a non
ambulatory student who is under
the mistaken impression that the
students here will aid you, you
are grossly mistaken; for the
students at R.H.C. are too in
volved collecting monies for
people in different countries. Yet,
we can understand this after all,
why should we here at R.H.C.
care about each other? Aren’t the
Jews, Vietnamese, Africans, and
what-not, more important than
our friends?
If by some miracle, you are
one of the few non-ambulatory
students who should find another
student who is neither a hypocrite
nor a heartless bastard, he (or
she) will more than most likely
be another non-ambulatory
student.
Thank You and GOOD
LUCK....
Rosary Hill Incorporated

After glancing at the recent
disclosures of corruption in our
political system, many of us have
begun to wonder if the govern
ment is worthy of our par
ticipation in the way of suffrage.
The right to vote has become a
duty rather than a privilege to
many voters. With the coining
election only days away, it is
necessary to evaluate this
situation.
Less than two hundred years
ago, early American patriots
fought for their conviction that
man should have freedom to
choose his own to represent him.
The basic ideological conflict of
the struggle for independence
was the formation of British
foreign policy in America without
American input. With their
victory, the colonists won the
right to rule themselves.
They Were now free, but
liberty adds to man’s existence a
responsibility to exercise this
fre e d o m c o n s tr u c tiv e ly .
Freedom, after all, is not the
absence of responsibility, but
rather a willing acceptance of the
responsibility of being a total
man. Even more today, with
illiteracy practically wiped-out in
America, every citizen should be
able to respond intelligently to his
forefathers’ choice of govern
ment and contribute to its suc
cess. How can anyone consider
the right to vote a burdensome

obligation, and at the same time
complain about “ those dirty
politicians” who run the nation?If
they are the wrong men, it is we
who are to blame for not utilizing
our freedom properly.
There are those who say
American government is no
longer worth their time,- con
sidering such outbreaks as
Watergate, flooding the political
stream with scores of villians.
However, it must be recognized
that to condemn an ideology, such
as democracy, by the mere
human foibles of the notorious
few, is to reduce this expression
of' freedom to something
vulnerable to the power of
corrupt men. What the mind of
man has created, should not be
destroyed by the hands of man.
Those who do not vote are as
detrimental to the democratic
political system as are those who
seek to inhibit free elections.
There are also those who use
their ignorance of politics and of
the candidates as an excuse for
non-involvement. But as I have
previously said, both freedom
and the opportunity for
knowledge in America today,
bring with them responsibility,
including that of seeking out and
finding your candidates, and
making a justifiable choice of
your representation.

I

Lynne A. Schimminger
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TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

WHAT OR WHO IS
What is Transcendental
Meditation?
This
leading
question was to involve me in an
exciting afternoon of discussion
with four members of the TM
Center in Buffalo a few days ago.
“ It is not a philosophy or a
religion,” said Susan Dreyfuss,
instructor at the Center. It can be
as simple as a mechanical
technique, once learned, which
holds a key to more profound
relaxation and relief from ten
sions of everyday life. It must not
be mistaken, however, for “it’s
not at all a withdrawal from life.
It’s rather a preparation for
greater purposeful activity,”
explained Susan.
The ancient technique has
been most recently revived by
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and now
has over 100,000 practitioners in
America alone. The meditation
itself involves only 15-20 minutes
each morning and evening, and
one need not believe nor under
stand the theory behind it to bring
fruitful results. The path to
meditation comes easily after a
teacher of TM opens the student’s
mind to its faculty of
meditation. “What we’re doing in
TM,” said Sue, “ is triggering a
response that’s inherent within
everyone’s capacity . . . The
technique involves no con
centration or control at all . . .
The technique itself is a
technique of transcending, or
going beyond the surface level of
thinking and experiencing full
range of the mind. And in doing
that, what happens is the person
comes out into activity using
more of his or her mind. So it’s

like the ‘container of knowledge’
is expanded.”
The character of TM has been
the subject of recent scientific
studies, for its potential in in
fluencing society has become
more apparent. “ It’s been
proposed to be a unique state of
consciousness,” commented Sue,
“ (not like waking, or dreaming,
or sleeping), in which the body is
getting a deeper quality of rest
than sleep, and the mind is alert no trance at a ll.” In a recent
study by Dr. Herbert Benson of
Harvard and Dr. Robert Wallace,
using oxygen consumption as a
measure of metabolic rate, it was
proven that meditators during
TM reach a lower level of rest
than sleeping, (see graph) This is
not only significant in that it
testifies to the existence of a state
of rest deeper than sleep, but in
that a purely mental. technique
produces physiological changes
in the body. The importance of
such a discovery is im
measurable to science. The study
also confines that TM is a “real”
experience, not just the creation
of a mood.
Interesting to scientists, also,
is the effect of TM on drug-users.
After using TM for months, users
find drugs less rewarding and
usually prefer the experience of
TM. One student of TM felt that
while drugs tend to dull the
senses and make one less sen
sitive and less aware, TM ap
pears to make one more
responsive, energetic and
receptive.

LEVELS O F REST
change in metabolic rate

As in everything, the curious
outsider wants to know the
benefits of something different
before getting involved. Why
does TM attract a whole crosssection of society - businessmen,
housewives, drug-users, teachers
and students alike? The rewards
of meditation are multifarious,
although they begin unnoticed,
growing with each successive

Maharishi: Founder

TM: The mechanical technique
of TM never basically changes,
but the results accumulate and
eventually improve one’s outlook
on life. TM reduces anxieties and
produces a calmness within. It in
no way eliminates daily
problems, but helps in coping
with them positively. %
As TM reduces tension, it
removes some of the distractions
harmful to complete con
centration. One student noted

that TM enabled him to con
centrate on studying better and to
read more easily.
“ It’s
beautiful,” added Sue, “because
even though it’s no concentration
at all in technique, the ability to
concentrate really improves.
Sue revealed more contri
butions of TM to her life. “When I
started meditating I found my
perception increased, not only
visually and orally, (I could see
and hear a little better), but I
seemed to be able to perceive or
understand the connection bet
ween things better.” This under
standing could well lead to in
creased tolerance , and under
standing. “The most important
thing,” continued Sue, “is that
we’re developing some sort of
capacity for fullness or
fulfillment inside and after you
start meditating, you start going
out to life, rather than looking for
fulfillment, turning to express it
from within. There’s the dif
ference between going out and
looking, always looking for some
fulfillment and now just feeling
good inside and just going out and
giving it out. So the environment
really responds much better to
you.”
All this helps to create self-,
confidence and a more positive
life view. One student of the
center related her experiences in
her working situation before and
after TM. After she had been
practicing TM for several months
she began to sense and improve
ment in her relationships with
her fellow-employees. She has

become a more lively, more
living person through her two
daily sessions of TM. “More of
what we are inside comes out,”
rem arked Sue, her teacher.
“ Spontaneity really does in
crease. We begin to use more of
our mind.” Susan also told of a
salesman whose sales increased
as TM helped him become
happier and more open.
Sue summed up the effects of
TM in saying, “the most subtle
effect is the ability to care - the
ability to express those kinds of
positive qualities. A feeling of
self-sufficiency and self-reliance
really grows on the basis of
feeling more conscious inside and
less stressed and more firm.”
If you would like to hear more
about TM, its goals, its meaning
and how you can learn the
technique, plan to attend a Free
Introductory Lecture given by
Sue Dreyfuss,
Thursday,
November 1 at 8:00 P.M. in Wick
113.
Consider it. Expressed best by
one of Sue’s students. “If it just
works a little bit, that’s a lot.” If
the enthusiasm for living I drew
from this group is any result of
TM, then, it seems like a worth
while experience.
By L.A.S.

THE EFFECTS OF TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
MAY BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS:

PHYSIOLOGICAL: TM produces a deep state of restful alertness which
rejuvenates and normalizes the functioning of the nervous system.

PSYCHOLOGICAL: TM eliminates mental stress, promotes clearer thinking and
greater comprehension; it enriches perception, improves outlook and promotes
efficiency and effectiveness in life.

SOCIOLOGICAL: TM eliminates tension and discord and promotes more har
monious and fulfilling interpersonal relationships, thus making every individual
more useful to himself and others and bringing fulfillment to the purpose of
society.

The combined physiological, psychological and sociological changes produce an
overall effect of fullness of life. The elimination of mental, physical and behavioral
TIME (HOURS)

abnormalities through the release of deep stress produces a sense of fulfillment
and internal harmony. It is interesting to note that this development of life in in
creasing values of contentment and fulfillment has long been understood in terms

During TRA N SCEN D EN TA L M E D IT A T IO N
oxygen consumption and metabolic rate
markedly decrease
indicating a deep state of rest.

of spriitual development. With the tools of modern science, we can now
systematically evaluate the objective causes and expressions of this inner, per
sonal development produced by Transcendental Meditation.

Is Government worth getting
excited about? Ruth Palumbo
learned to get involved in politics
from an example set by her
politically active father.
The Office of Counseling
Services at Rosary Hill College
has embarked upon two new
programs to compliment its
existing services. Every Tuesday
afternoon from 2:00 to 3:30 P.M.
a series of Personal Growth
Seminars are being offered in
Oddy Lounge of Wick Campus
Center. The seminars concern
themselves with issues related to
student life. The personal growth
seminars offer an opportunity for
persons interested in developing
an increasing awareness of
themselves, their environment
and their relationships with
others, a chance to explore this
growth process. The group ex
perience seeks to foster openness
to several structured issues in
cluding human
sexuality,
prejudice and drug related
issues.
Dr. Robert J. Grantham is

offering an Open Rap Session
every Thursday evening at 6:30
P.M. in Oddy Lounge of Wick
Camp Center. The purpose of the
Open Rap is for members of the
Rosary Hill College community
to have an opportunity to air
issues and concerns in a form
free of structure. Dr. Grantham
believes that a group experience
such as these can offer students
and members of the college
community meaningful conver
sation with people, absolute
candor, and a sharing of human
experience.
Students and other members
of the Rosary Hill College
community are encouraged to
take advantage of both these
services. No referral is necessary
and the services are free to the
members of the college com
munity.

Mrs. Palumbo, Head of the
History Department at Rosary
Hill College said in a recent inter
view that she tries to transmit
her father’s enthusiam for
politics to her students. In fact,
she hoped that not only her
students, but all Americans
would challenge what she con
siders to be a dangerous acculation of presidential power.
The Vietnam War and
Watergate affair are indications
of how much the executive
branch of government has
“usurped” the powers of the
legislative. This trend, she ad
ded, is not the fault of any one
president. “ President Nixon
didn’t start it,” she explained,
“Blame the push of crisis.”
She said that every crisis,

RHC
HELPS
ISRAEL

SORE ‘THROAT’
Recently State Supreme Court
Justice Norman A. Stiller ruled
that a film being viewed in the
City of Buffalo, Deep Throat, was
“obscene within the meaning of
the law” and issued an imme
diate order barring further
showings. In this ruling he has
made one step against demo
cracy and one step towads a
police state.
According to Justice Stiller
the film “has not the slightest
literary, political or scientific
value. The only reason it was not
filthier is because it was not
longer.”
It may be assumed Justice
Stiller was very sincere in his
statements to the press even
though he overlooked the con
stitutional aspect. But these are
obviously his personal opinions
and not necessarily the credence
of myself or anyone within the
community. If the judge wishes
to view or not to view a certain
film, this is not only his pre
rogative but his constitutional
right. He seems to have forgotten
that it is also the right of each in
dividual in this community, as
well as others.

Whether this film or any film
in the future falls into the courts
category of “Patently offensive”
is completely irrelevant to the
fact that it is, according to our
country’s democratic foundation,
unconstitutional. It is a direct
infringement on the first amend
ment guaranteeing freedom of
speech.
A citizen has the right to view
a film which he ^so desires,
regardless if it does or does not
contain any “serious literary,
artistic, political or scientific
value.”
The United States Supreme
Court’s June 22nd decision to ex
pand the definition of obscenity
and thereby restricting the use of
films as a medium for free ex
pression, is a shot to those people
who believe so strongly in our
democracy. One might pause to
think, that before too long the
news media may also become
infected by this type of ruling. I
fear to even think that, but if it
does, God Bless America!
P.S, Write your Congressmen
by William Moharsky.

A collection for the Israel
Emergency Fund was started
Wednesday, October 16, after two
Rosary Hill students went to the
Rally for Israel oh Tuesday at
Norton Union. They wanted to do
something to help and decided to
set tip a collection table at Rosary
Hill. They thought that “the Hill”
should be able to come up with
something. They were proven
right, even though it wasn’t
much. In the seven days (Oct. 10
to Oct. 18) they sa t at Wick
Center, $52 was collected. During
the last week they tried selling $4
tickets to the Braves game for
$3.50 and had one taker. We
would like to thank Dr. Astmann
for letting us try to sell the
tickets.
The money we collected is not
a lot when you think of how much
aid Israel needs, but it at least
shows that some of the students
and faculty at Rosary Hill
College do care and want to help.
Barbara and Susan Fernandez
would like to thank Kathy
Morcelle and Oliver Cavitt for
helping to man the collection
table.

COLLEGE STUDENTS POETRY ANTHOLOGY
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
announces its

SPRING COMPETITION
T h e dosin g date for the subm ission of manuscripts by C ollege Students is

Novembers

ANY STU D E N T attending either junior or senior c o l l i e is eligible fo subm it
his verse. There is no lim itation as to fonn or them e. Shorter works are pre
ferred by the Board of Judges, because of Space lim itations.
Each poem must be TYPED or PR IN TED on a . separate sheet, and m ust
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and t h e COLLEGE
ADDRESS a s w e l l .
M ANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF T H E PRESS

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
3210 Selby Avenue

Los Angeles, Calif.
90034

from the Civil War, to the
Depressions, and including both
world wars, “pushed” greater
power into the executive branch.
She said this happened because a
crisis requires fast decision
making.
She was concerned over the
largeness of government because
largeness makes for slowness.
“How fast can five hundred
congressmen assemble? How
quickly can
they reach
agreem ent?”
she
asked
rhetorically.
Mrs. Palunibo saw largeness,
the slowness of congress as a con
tributor to the centralization of
power in the executive. But she
also said this “era of the
executive” is part of a world
wide patterns. She gave Britain
as an example. “There” she said,
“ Parliam ent has almost no
power.”
This trend, Mrs. Palumbo felt,
ought not only to be resisted, but

reversed in the United States. She
would like to see constitutional
changes giving each president
only one term of six or seven
years length, an election cam
paign of only three months, and a
national subsidy of the campaign
with careful monitoring by the
government to make sure no pri
vate contributions are added.
She would like to see Cabinet
members return to their historic
role as presidential advisors. She
felt that the White House Staff
had been allowed to become
“policy makers” when their pro
per function is solely as adminis
trators»
Ruth Palumbo admitted that
even her youngest child, who is
six is “ not too young” to learn
how we elect our officials. She
knew from experience that, “as
political scientists are only now
beginning to realize, the family is
a powerful influence on how
people feel about government.”

LIFE OF A MUSIC STUDENT
There is an old saying that goes
“life is like a piano - what you get
out of it depends on how you play
it.” The truth of this statement
was proven to me only two years
ago, when, after having studied
languages for seven years, I
made this big decision to dedicate
my life to music.
When I began taking piano
lessons during grammar school, I
began to feel a natural attraction
for piano music, especially the
classical idiom. I had many other
friends who took lessons and
inevitably dropped them simply
because they didn’t like it. I
always told them it was better,
for many reasons, if you expect to
play well at all, to take lessons
continuously rather than to
become involved with in
termittent attempts.
It wasn’t until I came to
Rosary Hill that I became subject
to intense formal training in
areas of technicality and inter
pretation. My piano instruction is
excellent in that there is extreme
patience and gradual progress
because of it.
By my taking composition
also I am actually pursuing
music in two basic processes creative and performance. When
I compose I feel myself an
entirely different person than
when I am absorbed into another
composer’s work and mentality,
which takes sensitivity in learn
ing how to portray and execute
them. I feel more deeply touched,

Darryl Smith

however, for the creative process
because I find it beautiful and
phenomenal. Though a person
can learn compositional techtiique and craft, I think there
must be an innate musical germ
that can realize
and ac
commodate this technique only
as a tool for personal musical
expression to mold itself into a
coherent, unified piece of music.
Even though I find studying
music very precise and a strain
on the emotion, I figure that if I
want it, I have to love it - and I do.
To enjoy and to really be into
whatever a person studies I think
is half the battle of a learning
experience.

PARLEZ-VOUS FRANÇAIS?
If so, then why not study:
FRENCH IN QUEBEC
January 2-21
Thé program will consist of
intensive morning.periods (9:00 12:00) of study of the language.
Thex afternoons will include
related activities such as shop
ping, visits to museums, Laval
University, and the historical
spots in the city.
Students may register for 457
French either as a separate inter

semester course (Tuition $150) or
include the course as part of their
second semester schedule which
means the cost of tuition is then
already included in their second
semester payment.
Departure: January 2
Cost of housing, full room and
board and travel: $200
Register before November 15.
For information see: Sister
Margaret Irr (extension 231), or
call the Registrar’s Office.
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AROUND CAM PUS
VOGA: AN END 'CAMPUS' MIN¡STRV
TO TEN SION
by Karen Redmond

' Her hands flutter around her
words, smoothing a thought into
■accuracy. She conjures up
■reminders of a small, dark bird;
her moves are agile, her eyes
deep.
* There is an aura of health,
strength, ease, and perpetual
questioning surrounding her. It
stirs others. Talking with Seenie
Rothier Hurwitz, a dance and
yoga instructor at Rosary Hill
College, is an invigorating en
counter, physically and mentally.
| She is “ Seenie” to her
students, in fact, to everyone,
theatre arts majors come to her
with problems about staging,
qhoreography, and role in
terpretation. Dance and yoga
students ask her for exercises to
tsounter weight problems, to
improve posture, of just to relax.
Fellow faculty members at
Rosary Hill College also come to
her for advice, especially on
problems with other people.
* Why Seenie? For one thing,
she has learned to listen to the
“vibrations” a person gives off.
This requires sensitivity and she
is sensitive. It’s a trait which has
heen strengthened by her own
experience of yoga,: a mentalphysical orientation that Seenie
has been teaching for six years.
A
% “I started teaching yoga as an
accommodation,” she explains.
‘‘The older women I taught didn’t
want strenuous activity.”
Seenie taught yoga for nearly
d year before it became a part of
her life style. Now she starts each
day by rising two hours early.
During that time she stands on
her head, a yoga posture, and
then quietly sits while she eats a
light meal. After, Seenie begins a
day of dance and yoga classes.
, “I wouldn’t teach yoga alone.
I like motivation and the
exhiliration
from
dance;
Something that yoga doesn’t
have,” she says.
■J;
But Seenie appreciates the
feeling of relaxation that yoga
qan give you. Because of this
benefit, she feels that yoga is a
better remedy than medication
for hyperactive children.
She recommends it to soothe
those who lead hectic lives. “If I
had a businessman come in for
twenty minutes in the morning,

■
Seenie Rothier Hurwitz

yoga would relax him and he
wouldn’t get heart attacks,
tension,” she explained.
Seenie Rothier believes that
people don’t realize themselves
fully, and this is what causes
most of their problems.
“ People accept everything
without thinking and then waste a
lot of energy through useless
movements, like nervous tap
pings,” she says, “ We can
command our bodies through a
mind command.”
This can bring, through these
commands, the “end to nervous,
wasteful moves and the end to
mind-given infirm ities,” she
adds. “The keeping and con
sidering of negative ideas wreaks
havoc in our bodies.”
The Zen philosophy of quiet
acceptance--more an awarenessguides Seenie Rothier. She says
that the calming influence of
yoga has quieted her inner self.
Seenie had first tried ballet to
accomplish that, but she found it
too rigid. "“I found myself wan
ting to express more, say more;
it was uncreative,” she recalled.
For Seenie, yoga and modern
dance combine all of the
physical, mental and emotional
exertions necessary for harmony
in body and mind.

Halloween Parly
VLLLUrLLV
8 -1 until Dennison Stars

Free WHh R.H.C. ID.

($1.50 without)

5 free beer tickets with admission!

At the close of the spring
semester many “final” decisions
throughout the school were yet to
be made. One among them was,
“Who would be the coordinator of
Campus Ministry for 1973-1974?”
This decision was finally reached
on September 10th and Fr. Don
Wangler was introduced to the
official workings of the Campus
Ministry Team on Thursday of
that week. Since then the
organization of many Campus
Ministry sponsored activities has
been accomplished, the first of
which will be held on Friday
October 26th. The Campus
Ministry Coffeehouse has been
organized by two freshmen, Jim
Chase and Maura Kearney, both
interested in the workings of the
team, but at present non
members. Other activities being
sponsored or given by the team
are: 1.) A Harvest Time
Celebration was held on October
30 in the Schenk Lounge - this
celebration had participants
from faculty, students and staff,
each representing their own
denomination, or tradition. 2.) A
Thanksgiving celebration is to be
held Monday, Nov. 19 also in the
Schenk Lounge.

Two other very important
activities that the Campus
Ministry team will be sponsoring
within the next few weeks are: 1.)
The distribution of a survey to

determine what, in general, the
attitudes of the students and the
college community are towards
Campus Ministry and to deter
mine what “kind” of Campus
Ministry is felt to be necessary
for this campus. 2.) The other
activity is somewhat different in
that it calls for the self
nomination of persons from the
various campus constituences
(student, administrative staff,
faculty, secretarial staff) to
make up the new Campus
Ministry team which will take
over in January. The positions on
the team are open to everyone;
because of this, and because few
people really know what is really
happening with Campus Ministry,
the team meetings are open to
visitors at any time. (The usual
time for the meetings is at 11:,30
a.m. Thursdays - for specifics of
time and place, we suggest you
contact Fr. Don Wangler in the
C.M. office.)

Campus Ministry this year is
going to try to provide activities
relevant to the needs and desires
of the campus community,
without the support and
suggestions of that community it
will become very difficult to
provide such activities. We
welcome and encourage your
participation in making THIS
Campus
Ministry,
YOUR
Campus Ministry.

PEER
COUNSELING
“The purpose of the Coun
seling Services Department is to
provide professional as well as
peer counseling to all students.”
said Dr. Thomas Miller, Director
of Counseling Services. Peer
counselors are students from
various concentrations. They are
interested in helping other
students of similar ages. This is
an alternative for those who
might feel uneasy talking with a
professional. These two types of
counseling gives the students a
chance to relate to whoever they,
feel at ease with.
“Peer counselors receive a
full year of training before they
can be counselors.” explained
Dr. Miller. During this time, they
learn communication skills,
counseling theory, how to deal
with many situations.'” As
counselors, they receive a
manual, which has information
on all the agencies in the Buffalo
area.” said Dr. Miller. This is to
refer people to clinics or
whatever help they may need.
Peer counseling began at
Rosary Hill, out of financial need.
It was not possible to hire more
professionals, so peer counseling
began. Rosary Hill, the model for
such a program, has drawn in
terest from other colleges in
terested in such counseling. The
importance of peer counseling on
the college campus is just
beginning, to be recognized. It
began at Rosary Hill.

A T THE TH EATER
'SUGARPLUM' AND 'SEA'
by Darryl David Amato
Death and cannibalism are
not intrinsicly funny, at least not
in the real world. On stage,
particularly on the Daemen Little
Theatre platform, they are
frightfully Amusing.
Israel Horovitz’s “It’s Called
the Sugarplum” travels in
terchangeably betwixt light
comedy and sinking sobriety,
maintaining a precarious
balance of chuckles and
bemoans. P eter Kiklowicz
asserts
a
coy presence
throughout as Wally Zucherman,
an appropriately clumsy, awk
ward, slightly puerile un
dergraduate out to make a name
for hipiself. His quiet, “lived-in”
two room flat, consummated with
Well-stacked cases of books, a
conspicuous basket brimming
with trash and a wall plastered
with J anti-war, pro-ecology
posters and newspaper clippings,
is invaded by an inflamed female
visitor. By way of exposition, we
discover that Wally has ac
cidentally killed this girl’s
betrothed with his auto. Kathleen
Rooney comes on strong and
bitchy as the bereaved (?)
Joanna Dibble. She bullies her
way into the home and heart of
little Wally much in the same
fashion the ferocious prostitute of
“The Owl and the Pussycat”
tricked her way into the life of a
mild-mannered bookclerk. Miss
Rooney then proceeds to

romance her adversary. The
sexual chemistry is explosive,
but her intentions, like much of
the plot and dialogue, were
predictable from the very
beginning.
The humor works because we
have no compassion for the
deceased (neither does the lady)
and loads of empathy for
Zucherman, a lovable clown. The
sentimentality of an ensuing love
affair fails because it is
hackneyed and broken. We are
asked to laugh and bawl
simultaneously. This is not an
impossible feat for a lengthy,
well-written seriocomedy. But in
this quick piece, it merely
damages the momentum and
induces some boredom on the
part of its audience. ‘Sugarplum’
might profit most if it is done
strictly for laughs.
“Out Af Sea;”' though witty in
spots, sets out on a mdre serious
sea. Unfortunately, its shrouded
philosophy on human nature and
rites of cannibalism in desperate
situations never surfaces.
Three men, stranded on a raft,
struggle with forms of strategy
and politics in order to determine
who will be elected as tonight’s
dinner for a remaining, starving
two. The disturbing ambiguities of
this Slawomir Mrozek one-act
play is given some sustenance
through its admirable per

formances.
Chester
Popiolkowski, as Fat, is loud
enough to command everyone’s
attention. Timothy A. Miller
(Medium) is devilishly sly in
avoiding the nomination. Multiexpressive Clayton Silver puts
his verbal and physical assests to
good employment as Mr. Thin.
But Eugene Lenahan, the
hilarious wayfaring Postman,
deservedly swims off with the
show. Adding to the confusion, is
Fat’s old Butler (Caesar Extenoz) who miracuously appears
out of the water. Set designers
George P. Brighton and Lenhan
purposely make no attempt to
simulate the water.
What director Rosalind
Cramer really has on her hands
is a promising crew of comedians
who, with more refreshing
contemporary material, could
deliver innumerable howls and
snickers.

Campus Ministry
Activities
November
Nov. 1 - Nov. 15 — Selfnominations for the spring C.M.
Team should be made to the team
c/o Fr. Don Wangler.
Nov. 19 — Thanksgiving
Celebration Wick Social Room.
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PROFESSOR TO RECEIVE
DOCTORATE'DEGREE
by- Cathy Ball
“I like the academic freedom
one finds in a small college at
mosphere like Rosary Hill. I
enjoy the familiarity between
teachers and students . . Mrs.
Ellen Banks, a new teacher in the
Psychology concentration at
Rosary Hill, had this and many
other favorable impressions as
she enters her second month
instructing
here.
Besides
academic freedom, she finds the
flexible curriculum a welcome
change from the more rigorouslyset course schedules of larger
schools.
The petite teacher’s appre
ciation for such an atmosphere
is complemented by her interest
and knowledge in various fields
of psychology. She focuses
mainly on developmental
psychology, which deals with the
child
from
infancy
to
adolescence. The professor’s
doctoral thesis topic is concerned
with mother - infant interaction
between the child’s age of 6
months to 1 1/2 years. “The
hypothesis I worked with was
that, dividing the child’s activity
patterns into pre - walking and
after - walking, a mother’s
behavior is of two separate types.
It was thought that after a child
begins walking, his or her
behavior is more stressprovoking for the mother. The
child is able to reach dangerous
objects, knocks things over, ’’she
elaborated, “and because these
situations are more of a

challenge to the mother,, she
exhibits a different behavior
throughout the stress period.”
Interestingly enough, Mrs.
Banks’ observations disproved
this theory completely. She found
that there was significant con
sistency in the behavior patterns.
The after-walking period was not
more stress-provoking at all. Of
the 12 children she observed (6 to
10 times per child) very few'
caused the mother any undue
anxiety. Mrs. Banks noted, “The
only change in the two stages was
the way the mother expressed
her behavior, changing from
physical expression to verbal
expression as the child learns to
walk and talk.”
Using the flexible curriculum
she enjoys so much, Mrs. Banks
is currently working on ideas for
two new courses she plans to
offer in the spring - “The
Psychology of Woman” and “The
Psychology of Language” .
“The Psychology of Woman”
will deal in part with sex roles
and how they are learned. One
interesting phenomenon that will
be discussed is that when a
woman rebels against her sex
role classification, she usually
becomes neurotic. The course
will also touch on Freud’s
theories. Freud’s ideas are
mainly applicable to the male.
What happens when they are
applied to the female?
“ The
Psychology
of
Language” will cover the lear
ning and structure of language,
and how language influences

T O C H A N G E A N D PROSPER
It tickled the time, and saw it burst
trickling the tree’s bark with molk and moss.
And it watched a drop of sunlight, burn the rotted vine,
and the dewdrop
continuously savoring
the age old roots.
It borrowed a laugh from a long ago whisper
and tickled the time with it
As it dropped into a pile of leaves,
where there, it became the sound
and the children
/
its echo.

là

And it blew in the wind, that tickled the time
and an old visitor
Who walked and watched,
and noticed and remembered,
Who waited in hope for more, but caught only a glimpse
of what he’d coinè to see.
Then he left
smiling sadly.
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Ellen Banks

And its hands shadowed the earth
as it tickled the time with seconds
And dropped from its fingers, the wealth of our lifetime,
and the poverty of the next hundred years.
All in one swift stroke,
the golden fields, baring ragweed and dandelions,
bare finally,
painted tar.

thinking. For instance, if there
are no words in a culture’s
language for time, are the people
more or less time-conscious?
Mrs. Banks expresses the
thought that perhaps some ex
perimental social and develop
mental psychology will take
place at Rosary Hill. She offers to
assist those who wish to
research aspects in these fields.
“Although a professor can often
use the laboratory to make up an
experiment to prove his own
ideas, I do think valid study can
be performed using the ob
servation method, in ‘natural’,”
she said. Mrs. Banks will receive
her Doctorate Degree from
Harvard University in January.

And the couple seeing the ageless house,
tickle themselves with memories.
And the memories grow vague, as the look again
at shingles, turned yellow
and at wood, turned rodiron.
And they catch their breath, still laughing
at a now modified version of the past
Which they can, ah yes,
now remember.
And it turns them away
tickling the time
With their half-denying dreams of what, it,
and their distorted,
cumbersome hope
for what was.
Cathy Tobia

PROBLEMS IK LIVING LIKE
Q. I recently applied for vocational rehabilitation as Vietnam’s Era
Veterans and understand I will be rated for service connected dis
abilities by the Veterans Administration. Will this rating set the one
year period that I will have to apply for Service Disabled Veterans
Insurance?
A. The one year allowed to apply for Service Disabled Veterans In
surance begins with the date of the first notice of disability rating
sent to you by the VA after discharge. In your case, therefore, the
answer to this question would be no. For answers to these and other
questions, contact the Veterans Counselor, Mr. Thomas Steinberg,
Office of Veterans Affairs, DS—230, 9 A.M. - 3 P.M. daily or call
839—3600, ext. 234.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION FOR INTERSEMESTER COURSES will be held in the Office of the Registrar,
from 9:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M., November 5 through November 9. Those interested in the MEXICAN, QUEBEC
or WASHINGTON, D. C. experiences must have the permission of the Director of the PARTICULAR
PROGRAM BEFORE REGISTERING.
The following are the INTERSEMESTER offerings:
Course No. and Title

Time & Day

Semester
Hours

Instructor

FRENCH
457 Intensive Conversational French in Quebec (Prerequisite, high school or elementary college French)
January

Q. One of the tests given by the counseling services at Rosary Hill is
concerned with vocations interests. Could you explain exactly how
the test works in helping to find a job?

A. People in different jobs have different interests and the Strong
Vocational Interest Blank is a device to identify such differences
among those occupations that college students usually enter. The
Strong Vocational Interest Blank accomplishes this by providing
an index of the similarities between a persons interests and those of
successful people, both men and women, in each of a wide range of
occupations. The results seem to be particularly useful in guiding
young people planning their futures. Since the Strong Vocational
Interest Blank is oriented mainly towards that section of the occu
pation spectrum that college students usually enter, it is ordinarily
not appropriate for use with unskilled, semi-skilled or silled trade
occupations.
The Blank is designed to help guide the student into areas where
they are likely to find the greatest job satisfaction. It is emphati
cally not a measure of general or specific abilities including in
telligence such traits can be determined by other means.
Those interested in taking the Strong Vocational Interest Blank for
career planning choices may arrange an appointment during office
hours through the Office of Counseling Services at 839—3600, ext.
233. Any student enrolled at Rosary Hill College may use this
service without charge and no referral is necessary.

2 to January 21

3

s. Margaret

HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT
The Legislative Process:
U. S. Congress

January 2 to January 19
Monday through Friday
10:00 A.M. to Noon
Course to include three-day
trip to Washington, D.C.
for experience at Capitol

Mrs. Palumbo

MEXICAN EXPERIENCE:

January 2 to January 23

Dr. Hennin &
Staff

441 Coordinating Seminar (The Rosary Hill College Mexican Program will be offered as an alternative in
fulfillment of the requirement for Coordinating Seminar - Juniors and Seniors only)
2

458 Culture of Mexico (The Rosary Hill College Mexican -Program may be used as 2 or 2 hours of elective or
social science credit - For social science credit, permission of the student’s concentration advisor should be
obtained)
2-3
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
447 Current Theological Issues (Prerequisite, an introductory Religious Studies course or permission of in
structor)
January 2 to January 21
3
Dr. Kelly
Monday through Friday
v
9:30 to 12:30

ctober
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SPORTS SCOOP

AN EVENING
GF PIANO TRIOS
Gamma Alpha Chapter, Delta
Omicron International Music
Fraternity
presents
AN
EVENING OF PIANO TRIOS
Agnes Vizsolyi; 74’ Violin,
Beverly Walczak ’74, Cello,
Christine Brokzik ’75, Piano. The
three will perform the Trio in E
flat major - Beethoven,
Bergerettes - Martinu and Trio in
C major-Brahms. The big night is
Sat. Nov. 10th at 8:30 in W.S.R.
Adult admission is $1.00 and
students with I.D. will be charged
.50. Proceeds are forwarded to
the Delta Omicron scholarship
fund.

November 3 - Medaille
! Í Nov. 10 - Milla Maria
:S Nov. 17 - ECC
%-

All games played at Sweet Home
Jr. High

Soprano, Shari Flemming,
will be doing her thing Sunday
evening in Wick Social Hall on
November 14, at 8:30 P.M.
Although Ms. Flemming was
graduated from the Peabody
Conservatory of Music with a
B.M. in composition, she earned
her M M. in voice from the New
> A 24-game basketball season begins Nov. 2 for the RHC Crusaders. Playing for the team this year are:
England Conservatory in Boston,
'J David Moles, Mike Cordovano, John Dooley, William Murray, William McKelly, Jim Basher, Bill Sull, Phil
Mass. She has performed con
Nycotera, Brian McQueen, Jesse Miller, Steve Dellacio and Pat Andino. This year the Crusaders have great
tem porary music at Yale,
'
v height and also a new running game. They will test their new running game against the following 24 teams:
Harvard and the University of
1 M
Vermont in addition to being
Place
V Yy
Time
School
Date
instructor of voice theory and
sight singing at the later since
8:15
P.M.
Toronto
y
Ryerson Inst.
1. November 2
1970.
Trocaire
2. November 14
D’Youville
7:00
D’Youville
3. November 16
\
Ms. Fleming’s accompianist,
Mem. Aud
5:15
Hilbert
4. November 20
Elizabeth
Metcalfe, is also an
Olean
6:00
Olean
5. November 27
instructor
at the University of
Neuman
High
7:30
\
ECC City
6 . November 29
Vermont,
teaching
piano and
Dougherty
7:00
Villa
Maria
7. December 5
harpsichord after receiving her
•4
Brockport
6:00
Brockport St.
8. December 7
performers certificate from the
Neuman
7:30
Bryant & Stratton
9. December 10
Royal Conservatory of Music, in
Neuman
7:30
Trocaire
10. December 12
Toronto.
,
Medaille
11. December 18
%
Toronto
Ryerson Xmas Tourney
12. December 20
Hamburg
8:00
Hilbert
13. January 18
Buffalo
6:00
Buff St.
14. January 19
ECC North
7:30
ECC City
15. January 20
Rochester
t V
2:00
R. I. T.
16. January 26
D’Youville
7:30
v
D’Youville
17. February 1
Medialle
18. February 6
Is the Philharmonic an in
Dougherty
7:30
Villa Maria
19. February 8
tegral
part of the community?
Neumah
7:30
Bryant & Stratton
20. February 13
1 %
Fredonia
6:15
Fredonia St.
21. February 16
Why hasn’t the Philharmonic
Seneca Falls
8:00
Eisenhower
22. February 20
been
represented at such benefits
v
Rochester
7:00
St. John Fisher
23. February 22
as
the
channel 7 Telethons?
Elmira
j <
Elmira College
24. March 2
>

(Photo taken by Steve Foss)

R H C 's Flag Football Team in Action

I

I ; CRUSADERS OH TH£ 60
!

V

Ms. Fleming’s accompianist,
Elizabeth Metcalfe, is also an
instructor at the University.
Ms. Fleming will perform a
chronology of voice literature
beginning with Prucell and en
ding with Jules Massenet. In
between, Ms. Fleming
will
perform* two of her original
compositions along with a song
by pianist Renallo Reges who
appeared at R.H.C. last year
under the International Pianists
Series.
Fleming and Metcalfe are
appearing at R.H.C. under the
auspices of the Musical Spectrum
series which brings three per
forming artists a semester on
campus to perform. Admission
is free.
On Sunday, November 4th the
Music Department is having a
recital open to the public in
W.S.R. at 8:00.
The purpose of these recitals
are twofold. First, it allows the
teacher to present and assess the
progress of the students and
secondly, it gives the students
exposure to a live audience
situation and enables them to
become terrorized and suffer
signs of hypertension for a few
minutes. People react differently
under strjess situations and it’s
especially challenging to try to
make music and communicate to
people under these cir
cumstances. Be part of the
process of music. Be a receiver.

UPCOMING ISSUES

How is^the Philharmonic
competing with the major sports
in the Buffalo area for audience
attendance in the comparatively
small music hall?

What makes the Philharmonic
think they can raise a million
dollars in their fund raising
campaign this year?
These issues will be in
vestigated in future articles.
by Tony Ogorek
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Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
ATTENTION POETS!!!!!!
t subm it your p o etry fo r
^ publication in the ASCENT

>

JOB OPPORTUNITIES, check
th e C areer D ev elo p m en t
i- Center (browsing library) in the
Career Planning O ffice.
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ATTENTION!

To whomever it may concern:
The DAMN FOOL who’s
been stealing food out of
-f- j % “THE” refrigerator - AGAIN a
word to the wise: WATCH
YOUR ASS!!!
à'

y
P E O P L E IN T E R E ST E D in all
areas of the occult, will lis 
ten to all. Call fason 8377585 after 6 p.m. So he it!
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Amherst Police w ill ticket those
cars on campus parked in such
a way that roads, entrances,
walkways, etc. are blocked.

FUTURE TEACHERS
IT’S NOT TOO LATE! !
Join NYSEE
Contact Mary
or Carol c /o ASCENT

Need a Roomie?
Looking for a Partner?
Call 839-5013

ATTENTION:
May 1974
GraduatesApplication for
degree due in
office of registar
by Nov. 1

W E f Jot RHC
Studo nts
Send ads directly to ascent
O ffice or through cam pus mail,
_Box N o. 419
___
___

Sails each September & February
Com bine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa, A u s
tralasia and the Orient. Over 7500
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna
tional program. A\ wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog:
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666
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